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Reclaim
Your
Scale
Have you lost weight only
to see it creep back on?
Here's how to get the
needle moving in
the right direction again.
by DOUG DONALDSON photos KATHRYN GAMBLE
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eight is tricky. It
likes to go up
much more so
than down. So

even if you diligently watch what you
eat and exercise regularly, you may
find your weight leveling off, or even
climbing a little.

"It's frustrating continuing to
make the effort and not seeing any
additional payoff," says Edward
Abramson, Ph.D., a psychologist
specializing in weight loss and
author of Emotional Eating: What
You Need to Know Before Starting
Another Diet. "From that frustration,
you might figure that you might as
well have that hot fudge sundae."

But don't dip into that ice cream
bucket. Let us offer you a scoop of
motivation instead.

IN YOUR HEAD
What's in your mind may be showing
up on the scale. The mental hurdles
to re-igniting your fat burning can be
tough to overcome.

Say nice things. Standing in front
of the mirror sighing doesn't help.
"Putting yourself down or hating
your body drains your psychological
resources, making it harder to make
changes," Abramson says. Remember
the progress instead of dwelling on
any recent weight gains.

Re-commit in writing. Maybe you
used to have a food journal but
haven't kept up. It's a great way to
recognize trends that led to weight
gain and to help you see where

StcUlCl Iirrn Thanks to certain TV shows and
magazines, so many people have been conditioned to think
that weight loss is supposed to be rapid and dramatic But if s
not—sustainable weight loss is a lifelong pursuit. Temporary
slips are inevitable. Expect them, accept them, deal with them.

all shapes, all sizes
. If you Ve lost weight successfully and are frustrated that
li you haven't lost more, remember this: Weight loss of

just 10 percent of your body mass gives you all kinds of
increased health benefits. It may be that youVe already
reached a healthy weight for you. Ask your doctor.
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additional calories sneak into
your diet. A couple weeks of
jotting down everything you eat
should be enough to minimize a
relapse, says Abramson.

Ditch oversize clothes.
"Absolutely, hands down one of
the best motivators is to get rid
of your large, old clothes," says
Dawn Jackson Blatner, a
registered dietitian and author
of The Flexitarian Diet. "Donate
or toss them, but don't leave
those clothes in your dresser."

Be eventful. Having some-
thing to look forward to or a
fitness event to train for is
hugely motivating. Schedule
some sort of event every 12
weeks as an incentive to stay
active. Examples: a weekend
getaway with a bathing suit, a
5K run, or a date with a friend
you haven't seen in a while.

IN YOUR BODY
After a couple months of the
same exercise routine, your
body adapts and burns fewer
calories to do the same thing.

Beat your best. Strive to
continually challenge yourself.

Walk a faster pace or lift more
weight, says Jessica Matthews,
spokesperson for the American
Council on Exercise and a
personal trainer in San Diego.

Add time. For those who
have lost weight and want to
drop more, 60 to 90 minutes is
the recommended amount of
exercise on most days.

Mix it up.Throw your
exercise routine a curve ball
once in a while to fend off
boredom and use your muscles
in new ways. Play a set of tennis
or hit the bike trail if you
normally run, or sign up for a
kickboxing class.

IN YOUR BELLY

Maybe you're so bored with
your diet that you strayed a bit.

Battle dullness. After a few
months, you know the healthy
food drill and it's easy to get
soooo tired of it. How many
times can you eat the same
salad and baked chicken? The
remedy: Try at least one new
recipe a week. We've got
lots—go to BHG.com/recipes
and click on Healthy Eating.

Movers,
Shakers
APPLE IPOD TOUCH
Listen to workout tunes
and get applications (or
apps) from the Apple
store. One favorite:
iFitness, an app that
teaches you over 130
exercises. $1.99 at apple
.com/ftunes; iPod Touch
$220 at amazon.com.

KLIPSCH IMAGE So.
HEADPHONES Many
headphones tend to pop
out of the ear or do a
poor job of blocking gym
noise. Klipsch fixes both
those problems with a
soft sleeve that fits the
contours of your ear and
muffles ambient sound.
$80 at amazon.com.

DIET ft FITNESS
JOURNAL Record what
you eat, your exercise,
and how you feel. Slip off
the paper cover and it
looks like a leather journal.
$11, at most bookstores.

NIKE IPOD SPORT KIT
Crank your favorite
workout songs while a
sensor in your shoe
tracks time, distance,
pace, and calories
burned. $29, apple.com.

*—

find a cheerleader Most people who
backslide on their weight-loss goals do so in isolation. You
need to find someone who can help you stay motivated.
Recruit a friend or relative to whom you can report your
weekly weight Hire a personal trainer (find one at
acefitness.org) until you get back on track. Book a
weeklong visit at a weight-loss clinic such as the Pritikin
Center & Spa (prifcffefn.com). Above all, don't give up.

LOSE WEIGHT, GAIN HEALTH
NEXT MONTH: THE RESTAURANT SURVIVAL GUIDE.
:We consume 30-50 percent more calories when we
eat out. Learn how to enjoy dining away from home
without packing on pounds.
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